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About the paper

Focus on the facts which 
influence the rate and scale of 
renewables deployment in 
SSA and SA

‘Large scale’ = grid connected
Wind, solar, geothermal, hydro 
(not biomass)

Focus on IPP investment 
rather than utilities



Thinking about change in electricity systems

Electricity systems are made up of complex 
interactions between different components

Changes in one component have impacts on other 
system components

Energy governance (the process by which 
governing happens via policies, institutions, 
market and network rules and incentives) is key 
to driving change in system components

The development of electricity systems is path 
dependent … what has happened before drives 
what happens next
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Visualising system development and change
Factors outside the 
control of individual 

actors (eg external events 
– oil shock etc)

Set of technologies 
embedded in social/ 

political/ institutional 
context

Protected spaces for novel 
technologies/ practices -
can eventually challenge 

the dominant regime

Geels 2007

Changes in governance 
influencing these factors is 
key to enabling a shift in 
development path
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Drivers and barriers (framework factors)

1) Economic and 
political framework

• Existence & reliability 
of RE strategy and 
support scheme

• Relative 
remuneration level

• Access to finance
• Revenue risk

2) Electricity market 
structure & regulation

• Fair & independent 
regulation of the 
electricity sectors

• Existence of 
functioning & non-
discriminatory short-
term markets

• Availability of reliable 
long-term contracts 
(PPA)

3) Grid infrastructure & 
grid regulation

• Cost of RE-grid access
• Lead time for RE grid 

access
• Predictability & 

transparency  of grid 
connection procedure

• Treatment of RE 
dispatch (curtailment)

• Transparent & 
foreseeable grid 
development

4) Administrative 
procedures for RE-

projects

• Cost of administrative 
procedure

• Duration of 
administrative 
procedure

• Complexity of 
administrative 
procedure

Boie et al 2015

Impact on 
investment 

risk



The subsidies issue …
It’s not a level playing field …
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Integrating renewables … it’s not just about capacity

Renewables can differ from 
‘conventional’ generation

• Small
• Modular
• High capital cost
• Low/zero fuel cost
• May be variable
• Often connected to 

distribution lines

System impacts

• New design and operation of 
markets required
• Intra day markets
• Balancing/flexibility needs

• New actors
• New investment 

requirements for 
infrastructure and generation 
assets

• New technologies such as 
storage

• New ways of doing business

Governance for future systems

• Flexibility and balancing (on 
the level of T and D)

• Governance appropriate for 
different scales

• Demand side management
• Shorter term market
• Support for the 

implementation of new 
technologies

• Stable frameworks for mature 
technologies



What we don’t know … how ‘leapfrogging’ might happen

• Quantitative evidence on the impact of existing 
drivers, barriers and framework conditions on the 
development of large scale renewable energies in SSA 
and SA 
• Impact of new policy approaches and governance 

concepts e.g. performance of auction schemes for 
renewables in markets in LICs
• Optimal electricity market design, or network access 

rules, for countries or regions with high shares of 
variable RES 
• How much flexibility is needed in order to integrate 

high shares of variable RES at lowest costs



Proposals for future research [1]

• Growing systems in developing countries have the potential to ‘leapfrog’ the dirty practices of 
established systems.  New approaches to policy making and governance (policies, institutions, 
market design, network rules and incentives) could impact positively on the viability and 
investment risk for renewables projects, and also enable the emergence of new business and 
operational models.  This project would draw on and disseminate examples of innovative 
policy making, regulatory approaches and business model options and methods of financing 
renewable technologies, drawing on and developing best practice around the world.

Innovative governance

• Models for market design and regulation designed on a whole system basis, rather than 
focusing only on power transfers across transmission networks.  As well as broadening the 
scale to include distribution networks and local energy markets, the market designs should 
also enable the incorporation of demand side measures and new technologies such as storage 
and ICTs.  This project would complement project number 1.

Models for holistic market design in developing electricity systems



Proposals for future research [2]

• This would consider the impact of barriers and drivers for renewables, as well as the current 
and alternative policies and framework conditions on market development based on techno-
economic modelling of energy systems.  The project would put forward suggestions for 
designing effective and economically efficient policies and regulations for an uptake of grid 
connected renewable energies.

Empirical analysis of drivers and barriers for an uptake of large scale 
renewable energies in SSA and SA

• This would seek to quantify the value of grid connected renewable technologies and their 
relationship to flexible measures in national and regional systems (such as interconnectors or 
demand side response).  Value here is understood to be both the economic value of the 
generation, but also broader social goals such as accessibility.

Understanding the value of system flexibility

• This project would evaluate possible business and ownership models, such as expanded 
community ownership, which may be suitable investors in renewable projects.  It would also 
consider innovative financing models which may have been adopted in specific instances but 
which may be replicable more widely.

New actors and business models


